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Structure development during chaotic mixing in the journal bearing flow
O. S. Galaktionov, P. D. Anderson,a) and G. W. M. Peters
Dutch Polymer Institute, Materials Technology, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513,
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 8 October 2001; accepted 29 May 2002; published 2 August 2002!

Laminar mixing in the two-dimensional time-periodic Stokes flows between eccentric cylinders
@journal bearing flow~JBF!# is studied using the extended mapping method@Galaktionovet al., Int.
J. Multiphase Flows28, 497~2002!# with the emphasis on the material stretching, e.g., the interface
generation abilities, of the flow. With this flexible andcomputational advantageousmethod both, the
macroscopic material transport and the evolution of the microstructure can be described. It enables
a convenient way for studying the material stretching in the flow and moreover, it provides spatial
distribution of locally averaged stretching values instead of pointwise statistics, which was typical
for previous studies@Liu et al., AIChE J. 40, 1273 ~1994!; Muzzio et al., Phys. Fluids A3, 822
~1991!#. The results clearly indicate how the total amount of stretching generated by the flow
depends on the parameters of the flow protocol, and that this is not just proportional to the work
done on the system, as was suggested earlier in Muzzioet al., Phys. Fluids A3, 822~1991!. It was
found that when self-similar patterns are established, distinctive zones in the flow, which we call
‘‘microstructural demixing zones,’’ are observed, where interfaces are contracted during a typical
period of the mixing process. Spatial nonuniformity of stretching in chaotic flows calls for
additional mixing measures that reflect the nonuniformity of self-similar stretching patterns, created
by time-periodic mixing flows. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1494810#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laminar mixing of viscous fluids is extensively studie
due to widespread occurrence of such processes in na
and their importance in industrial applications. Although im
portant advances in the understanding of the basic me
nisms of laminar mixing~see, for example Refs. 1 and 2!
were achieved, the work on a general framework that wo
allow for quantifying~the dynamics of! mixture quality and
mixing abilities of different flows is still not completed an
continues. For example, the coexistence of chaotic and n
chaotic regions in mixing flows present significant difficu
ties for analysis, as earlier observed by Liuet al.3 Chaotic
trajectories of fluid particles restrict the capability of explic
tracking of deforming fluid volumes~see, for example, Ref
4 and references therein!, while purely statistical approache
are not very suited for studying structure development
systems that have regular~nonchaotic! zones3 co-existing
with chaotic regions.

Well-defined time-periodic prototype flows present us
ful models to study the mechanisms and typical features
laminar mixing. For this type of flows many of these pro
lems are overcome by using the mapping method. This
satile method, similar to the approach proposed
Welander5 and Spencer and Wiley,6 was first used for study
ing concentration distributions, Kruijtet al.7 and Galak-
tionov et al.,8 and recently extended to stretching distrib
tions in mixing flows by Galaktionovet al.,9 enabling the
analysis of the dynamics of the microstructure and,for the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
p.d.anderson@tue.nl
3001070-6631/2002/14(9)/3009/9/$19.00
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first time, optimizing mixing procedures. The flow domain
divided into~a large number of! subdomains and for a give
quantity~for example, concentration! the transport from one
subdomain to others after a characteristic period of time
calculated. This information is stored in a matrix which
then repetitively used to simulate a mixing process.

Muzzio et al.10 investigated the stretching statistics
the journal bearing flow~JBF!. It was observed that the
amount of stretching experienced by the fluid elements
highly non-uniform and that the distribution of stretchin
values quicklybecomes self-similar. The stretching statistics
was computed in a pointwise manner. A large ensemble
material points was distributed in the flow domain and t
evolution of the deformation tensorF(t), associated with
every material point advected in the flow, was determin
numerically. Next, the stretching was obtained as an aver
length increase over the randomly oriented initial vecto
The stretching statistics show typical features of lamin
mixing in periodic flows, i.e., highly irregular stretching dis
tributions, self-similar behavior, a fast onset of asympto
orientation patterns, etc. The stretching statistics compute
a pointwise manner provides important information about
stretching abilities of the chaotic flow, but this informatio
may be incomplete. The stretching analysis can be exten
if locally averaged values of stretching are considered, th
representing the whole flow domain instead of large but
nite number of material points~see the discussion in the Se
V!.

Muzzio et al.11 pointed to the close relation of the tota
amount of stretching experienced by a material point and
amount of intermaterial area~interface! created if an affinely
il:
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic drawing of the flow domain~see text for comments!. ~b! The streamline pattern, created by the rotation of inner cylinder, while the o
one is fixed.~c! The streamline pattern, created by the rotation of outer cylinder.
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stretching microscopic blob is placed at this location. T
stretching distribution is used to characterize the rate of g
eration of the material interface and, consequently, the de
opment of the mixture microstructure. Thus, the stretch
analysis describes the microstructure development in an
direct way. The work of Muzzioet al.12 demonstrates an es
sentially reverse approach: the initial stage of the deve
ment of microstructure is studied by explicitly tracking th
intermaterial interfaces. These data are then translated in
coarse grain density of the interface. This coarse grain ‘
termaterial area density’’12 is then used to investigate th
stretching statistics.

The main goal of this paper is to study the stretching a
structure development in the JBF. Theextended mapping
technique9 is applied. It enables the direct simulation of th
microstructure development as well as macroscopic trans
in the flow in a computationally advantageous way. With
this method the microstructure is described statistically us
the coarse grain quantity called ‘‘area tensor’’13 that contains
information on the volumetric density of the interfaces a
their orientation. This provides the opportunity to study
termaterial area growth, taking as initial condition the d
scription of the mixture containing, for example, uniform
distributed microscopic drops~isotropic orientation of inter-
faces!. Then, the volume-averaged stretching statistics can
extracted from these results.

II. THE JOURNAL BEARING FLOW

We consider a time-periodic Stokes flow (Re!1) of a
viscous incompressible Newtonian fluid in the gap betwe
two eccentric cylinders. The flow domain is shown in F
1~a!. This is a well-known, experimentally realizable, chao
prototype flow extensively used for studying laminar mixi
mechanisms~see, for example, Refs. 1, 11, and 10!. The flow
between eccentric cylinders was already considered in c
sical works on lubrication theory,14,15because it describes th
idealized flow of a lubricating fluid between a rotating jou
nal and its cylindrical support@journal bearing flow~JBF!#.
In the early works approximate solutions for the veloc
field were used. Later, the availability of the closed analyti
expressions for the velocity field16 enabled accurate simula
tions of fluid motion. A chaotic flow can be generated eas
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by rotating the cylinders in a time-periodic fashion, whic
makes the JBF a convenient prototype flow for studying m
ing phenomena.

In the current work we use the same family of period
flow protocols as was studied by Muzzioet al.10 The results
on stretching statistics provided by different approaches
compared and extended. The geometry of the flow domai
characterized by two dimensionless parameters: the rati
the radii of the inner and outer cylinder,r in /r out, and the
dimensionless eccentricitye5d/r out, whered is the distance
between the centers of the two cylinders@see Fig. 1~a!#. The
periodic flow is induced by a discontinuous two-step pro
col: during the first half-period the outer cylinder is rotate
while the inner remains stationary; during the second h
period the outer cylinder is fixed and the inner one is rot
ing. The streamline patterns created by the rotation of
inner and outer cylinder are shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!,
respectively. To clearly show the structure of the flow, tw
different families of equidistant isolines of the stream fun
tion are used, including the separatrix that delimits the vor
and the main flow. In case of a Stokes flow the result of
fluid motion is completely defined by the rotation angles
the cylinders. Thus, the flow protocol can be described
two dimensionless parameters: rotation angleu of the outer
cylinder and the ratioV of the rotation angles of both cylin
ders. Following Muzzioet al.10 we fix the geometric param
eters tor in /r out51/3, e50.3 and the ratio of the rotation
angles is keptV53.0. The angleu takes a sequence of fixe
values that includes those considered in Ref. 10, but we
pand to a twice larger maximum rotation angle:u58p.

As it was shown in Ref. 10, depending on the rotati
angleu, this protocol can generate completely different ch
otic flows with or without large islands~zones of bad mix-
ing!. Figure 2 shows Poincare´ maps for some typical case
(u50.5p,p,2p). The Poincare´ maps are obtained by track
ing a small number of markers in the flow and marking th
position after each period of the flow. This dynamical sy
tems technique reveals zones of regular and chaotic fl
motion. Using the algorithm that exploits the symmet
properties of the particle trajectories during ea
half-period17 some first-order periodic points were locate
and classified. Unstable~hyperbolic! first-order periodic
points are plotted on the appropriate Poincare´ maps as filled
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. The examples of Poincare´ maps for the flows with different values ofu: ~a! u50.5p; ~b! u51.0p; ~c! u52.0p. The location of some first-orde
hyperbolic periodic points is shown by black dots. Numbers indicate the corresponding maximum stretching values.
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circular markers. The numbers, shown for each point, are
largest absolute values of the eigenvalues of the deforma
tensor associated with that periodic point. They describe
largest possible stretching after one period of the flow of
infinitesimal vector located at that point. These eigenval
were estimated in an attempt to see a correlation between
maximum stretching in the vicinity of hyperbolic points an
average stretching in the whole domain, assuming that
chaotic mixing is controlled by unstable manifolds of the
points. Such a correlation was not observed: apparently,
high stretching values in the vicinity of a hyperbolic point d
not necessarily mean a high material stretching efficiency
the flow as a whole.

The flow withu50.5p @Fig. 2~a!# contains a large num
ber of islands of different order and a wide ring of regu
flow along the outer boundary. No first-order periodic poin
were found. The flow with a twice larger rotation angleu
5p @Fig. 2~b!# can be regarded as more chaotic. It conta
only two relatively large~period-2! islands in the bulk of the
flow domain. The protocol withu52p @Fig. 2~c!# results in
an almost globally chaotic flow: there are no noticeable
lands. It seems, however, that all chaotic flows belonging
this family of protocols have thin regular layers adjacent
both cylinders. In case ofu52p a stable~elliptic! periodic
point was detected near the inner cylinder—its position
shown by nonfilled circular marker. Note that the islands t
are not single-connected~in this flow they enclose the inne
cylinder! do not necessarily have to contain a periodic po
of appropriate order inside the island itself.

III. THE EXTENDED MAPPING TECHNIQUE

A. Mathematical formulation

We apply the extended mapping method9 to analyze the
JBF. The flow domainV is divided intoN nonoverlapping
subdomainsV i with boundaries]V i and the mixture is de-
scribed with the coarse-grain concentrationCi within each
cell. The column vector containing all the cell values at tim
tk is $C%k. The mapping method advances these values o
relatively large, discrete time steps using the matrix multip
cation:
Downloaded 06 Jun 2006 to 131.155.151.41. Redistribution subject to AI
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k . ~1!

The mapping matrixC is constructed using the velocit
field16 in the flow domain and an accurate adaptive interfa
tracking algorithm.4 This matrix can be very large~in the
examples of this paper it has 3.63109 elements!, but is nor-
mally essentiallysparse. Usage of appropriate algorithm
makes it affordable to store and manipulate such matric
The mapping matrices are computed for the set of differ
time steps and for different boundary conditions. Then, m
ping protocols in the system under study are approxima
by the appropriate sequences of the steps for which the m
ping matrices were computed. Details and validation of
technique can be found in Ref. 8, while some properties
the mapping matrices and their eigenvalues and eigenvec
are addressed in Ref. 18.

The original mapping method7 describes the mixture
only on macrolevel: the smallest unit is a cell and only stru
tures larger than the typical cell size are resolved. The
tended mapping technique, introduced in Ref. 9, uses a m
tiscale approach. The microstructure within each cell
described using the second orderarea tensor,13 which is de-
fined for the cell with volumeV as follows:

A5
1

V E
G
nn dS, ~2!

wheren denotes the unit normal vector to the increment
the interfacial areadS. The integral is computed over a
intermaterial interfaces contained in the averaging volumeV.
The area tensorA defined in this way describes the amou
and orientation of the interface. Figure 3 illustrates the d
nition of the area tensor and gives some typical example
the lamellar and isotropic~spherical droplets! microstruc-
tures and corresponding area tensors. The trace of the
tensor, trA, has a simple physical meaning: it gives the to
interfacial area per unit volume~denoted asSv in Fig. 3!.

The algorithm to determine the transformation of t
area tensor under finite deformation was described in Re
while passive advection is described by the mapping ma
itself, because the area tensor, defined by~2! is additive. To
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Definition of the area tensor components~a!
and examples of particular mixture morphology an
corresponding area tensors:~b! lamellar and~c! isotro-
pic ~circular drops!.
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determine the evolution of the area tensor due to local de
mation, the average value of the deformation gradient sho
be known for each intersection of the deformed and un
formed grid cells. For each nonzero mapping coefficient
components of the corresponding averaged deformation
dient are computed and stored. In previous work9 the defor-
mation was estimated at the centroid of the cell intersect
In this paper we use a somewhat different approach.
boundary of the cell intersection is described by a clo
polygon, for which the coordinates of its vertices are co
puted before and after the deformation. This is used to ob
the better estimate of the volume-averaged value of defor
tion gradient, using the numerical technique developed
Peters~Ref. 19, Sec. 3.3!.

The evolution of the area tensor under finite strain c
not be expressed explicitly in terms of the original area t
sor and the local deformation gradient. Wetzel and Tuck13

suggested a good approximation based on the use of
so-calleddroplet shape tensor. For any area tensor and con
centration there corresponds a unique set of identical e
soidal droplets, whose shape, size and distribution is
scribed by droplet shape tensor.20,21 Transformation of the
droplet shape tensor can be expressed explicitly using
deformation gradient. The evolution of the area tensor
computed in three steps. First, the area tensor is converte
its equivalent droplet shape tensor. Next, the droplet sh
tensor is transformed using the deformation gradient ten
And, finally, the droplet shape tensor is transformed b
into area tensor.

The extended mapping method updates the area tens
each time step according to

A i
k115(

j 51

N

C i j ~A j
k

^ Fi j
21!, ~3!

where Fi j
21 is the inverse deformation gradient tensor th

describes the deformation of the material transported fr
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subdomainj to subdomaini. That is, the area tensorA i
k11 in

cell i at timek11 is the sum of contributions from all dono
cells, after the donor tensors from timek have been trans
formed by the appropriate deformation gradients. This ope
tion is denoted by the operatorA^ F21. Note, that this is
merely a convenient notation: the actual transformation ofA j

k

under the deformation, described byFi j
21 is done indirectly,

using the above described technique involving the drop
shape tensor. Although this approximation works well,
simple formula relating the trace of area tensor~used later to
describe the amount of interface generated! before and after
the deformation results from this transformation. Note th
although in the illustrations only the trace of area tenso
used, which gives the amount of interfacial area per u
volume, a complete tensor must be used in computatio
since it contains essential information about the interface
entation.

The extended mapping technique is amultiscalemethod
in the sense that it treats simultaneously the macrosc
transport, using coarse grain concentration, and descr
statistically the intermaterial interface patterns finer then
grid cell size using the coarse grainarea tensor. The term
‘‘multiscale’’ is used in a sense that variations~i.e., large
striation in a mixture! larger then the grid cell size are re
solved due to concentration differences—typical coarse g
density approach, while, at the same time, the structure o
subgrid level is described using the area tensor. These
tures allow the technique to work for both initial and a
vanced stages of mixing process, when macroscopic con
tration variations disappear. Muzzioet al.12 observed that
‘‘ for time-periodic chaotic flows, the mixing process is co
trolled by a stationary multiplicative operator that generat
structures that are self-similar with respect to time,’’ al-
though this operator was not obtained. The extended m
ping technique actually provides this operator.

Figure 4 illustrates the type of cell grids used to imp
ds
FIG. 4. Example of the undeformed and deformed gri
~coarse grids containing only 150 cells are shown!: ~a!
initial grid; ~b! deformed grid after rotation of inner
cylinder by p/2; ~c! deformed grid after rotation of
outer cylinder byp/2.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the mapping~b!, ~e!, extended mapping~c!, ~f! and front tracking results~a!, ~d!. Top row ~a!, ~b!, ~c! shows initial distributions,
bottom~d!, ~e!, ~f! after two periods of the flow withu5p andV53. In subplot~d! the result of the deformation of the initial contour~a! determined using
the adaptive front tracking technique is shown. Gray filling of the contour in~a! and~d! is used only to indicate the interior of the blob, while leaving the sh
contour visible. The subplots~b!, ~e! show in gray scale the concentration distribution before and after deformation. Similar, the subplots~c!, ~f! show the
distribution of the trace of area tensor.
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ment the mapping technique for the journal bearing fl
~actual grids used in computations are much finer and c
tain 63104 cells!. Figure 4~b! shows the grid deformed by
counter-clockwise rotation of the inner cylinder byp/2 and
Fig. 4~c! for a rotation of the outer cylinder. The mappin
matrices and deformation gradient tensor components
computed for the separate rotations ofp/2, p and 2p of each
cylinder ~i.e., six different mappings!. All protocols studied
in this paper are represented as a sequence of these pre
puted steps.

Before proceeding with the stretching distribution ana
sis we show that the extended mapping technique prov
an appropriate, quantitative description of the interfa
stretching.

B. Mapping versus explicit front tracking and
accuracy

To verify the ability of the mapping technique to predi
quantitatively the amount of interface stretching, a comp
son was made between results from extended mapping
explicit adaptive tracking of the interface.4 For this purpose a
test blob is used, see Fig. 5~a!. The concentration distribution
describing this blob@Fig. 5~b!# has slightly blurred edges du
to the discretization. Figure 5~c! shows how the boundary o
the initial blob is described with the area tensor~trA is plot-
Downloaded 06 Jun 2006 to 131.155.151.41. Redistribution subject to AI
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ted!. The boundary description is as sharp as possible w
the given grid: only a single layer of cells contains nonze
area tensor. The bottom row of images in the same fig
show how the blob is deformed by two periods of the flo
with u5p and V53. Comparison to the interface trackin
shows that the mapping approach properly represents the
forming blob.

The deformation of the blob, depicted in Fig. 5 was co
puted for three different flows withu50.5p, u5p, andu
52p ~in all three casesV53! by using both front tracking
and extended mapping approach. Total length of the interf
was recovered from the mapping results as a sum ove
subdomains~cells!:

L~ t !5(
i 51

N

Si tr A i , ~4!

whereA i is the area tensor in subdomaini that has an area
equal toSi .

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the relative leng
L(t)/L0 of the blob boundary, whereL0 is the initial length
at t50. Computations were performed for five periods w
u50.5p, u5p, andu52p. Notice that the number of pe
riods is limited by the tracking method only as the number
points needed to describe the contour is increasing expo
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tially ~computational efforts for tracking are typically in th
order of hours, while mapping requires seconds!. The lines
show the evolution of the contour length, computed using
adaptive front tracking technique while markers represent
mapping results. In all three cases the agreement is ra
good. The discrepancy between the contour length, c
puted using two approaches did not exceed 4%, while
interface stretching of more than 104 was obtained. Thus
despite the ‘‘numerical diffusion’’ caused by using coar
grain density values, i.e., by averaging within subdoma
which leads to a more smooth distribution of the interfac
the extended mapping technique is able to correctly pre
the interface stretching.

To justify the quantitative results on average stretch
we examine the influence of the size of mapping steps.
evolution of the average stretchingL ~see next section! was
computed for the same flow using different sizes of mapp
steps. For example, for the flow withu52p the stretching of
the initially isotropic pattern was computed for 10 period
Mapping matrices were computed for the rotation ang
p/2, p and 2p. Three test computations were performed: o
with the largest mapping steps possible, next one with ro
tion anglep/2 andp, and, finally, one with only the smalles
steps ofp/2. The predicted logarithms of average stretch
were respectively logL57.640, logL57.651, and logL
57.646. This demonstrates the insensitivity of the aver
stretching to the size of the mapping steps and, thus,
extended mapping technique can predict stretching in
journal bearing flow reliably. Since the stretching predictio
are not sensitive to the size of the mapping steps, the lar
possible steps are used in the following computations, red
ing the computational expenses.

IV. RESULTS

The extended mapping technique gives both the ma
scopic material transport and the subcell microstructure e
lution. In this paper, however, we focus our attention on
microstructure development. Our primary interest is
stretching ability of the flow. Similar to the approach
Muzzio et al.10 we want to obtain the distribution of stretch

FIG. 6. Interface stretching obtained using front tracking and extended m
ping technique.
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ing values, averaged over all possible orientations. But
like their approach we intend to obtain thelocally volume
averagedrather thanpoint wisestretching values. The ex
tended mapping approach allows for such computations
very efficient way and is applied here to study the kinema
of the chaotic mixing processes.

A. Stretching distribution

Volume averaging is an intrinsic feature of the mappi
technique, since the mixture is described using coarse g
variables. To evaluate the stretching averaged over all p
sible initial interface orientations, we prescribe the initial d
tribution that has an isotropic area tensor with unit trace
every cell: A i50.5I , where I is the unit tensor. This is
equivalent to a mixture containing small spherical drople
where all orientations of the interface have equal probabi
The composing Newtonian fluids are supposed to have id
tical viscosities and zero surface tension, so the droplets
deforming affinely with the flow. The average stretchingl of
the material in a cell is estimated as the ratio of the trace
area tensor~which equals the total length of interface, d
vided by the cell area! with its initial value ~which, in this
case, equals one!:

l i~ t !5tr A i~ t !/tr A i~0!5tr A i~ t !. ~5!

We also define the arithmetic mean stretching in the wh
domain as

L5(
i

N

l iSiY (
i

N

Si , ~6!

whereSi is the area of the cell with numberi and N is the
total number of cells. The definition ofL is closely related to
the arithmetic mean stretchingused by Muzzioet al.10 ~dis-
cussed later in Sec. IV B!.

Figure 7 shows the logarithm of the stretching distrib
tion after one period with the parameteru equal top/2, p
and 2p, respectively. We use the logarithm of the stretchi
value because the growth ofL with time is exponential.
Even after a single period of the flow, the stretching dis
bution is highly nonuniform with zones of high stretchin
closely interleaved with zones of weak stretching. In all thr
plots the same logarithmic scale is used to reveal better
whole range of stretching values~dark corresponds to highe
stretching!. Notice that the results, presented in Fig. 7, sho
the stretching during a single period starting from isotro
initial distribution. These patterns donot represent the long-
term stretching in the corresponding flows.

Stretching of isotropically oriented interfaces during o
period of flow does not fully characterize the stretching p
formance of the flow. After just a few periods the distributio
of the stretching values evolves into a self-similar patte
and asymptotic orientation of interfaces is established
persists. This was shown by Muzzioet al.,10 who named this
phenomenon ‘‘asymptotic directionality.’’ This particular or
entation created by the flow itself strongly influences t
stretching rates. To evaluate the asymptotic stretching be
ior of the flow, we computed the average stretching in ea
cell during the preceding period of the flow. To do this, t

p-
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FIG. 7. Stretching of an initially isotropically oriented interfaces during one period of the flow:~a! u5p/2, ~b! u5p, ~c! u52p. The gray level represents
the decimal logarithm log10 l of the local stretching values.
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area tensor distribution after at least 10 periods of flow w
taken as an initial condition. This ensures that the interfa
acquired a stable orientation and that the distribution of tA
becomes self-similar. This distribution was then mapped
one more period after which we compared the resulting
tribution of trA with the values which would result if the
interfaces would just have been passively convected~to do
this, the scalar value of trA was mapped in the same way
concentration!. The ratio of the two values of trA gives an
estimate of the average stretching experienced by interf
in each cell during this last period of the flow.

Figure 8 demonstrates the stretchingl* of asymptoti-
cally oriented interfaces for the same flows as in Fig. 7. T
gray level of each cell corresponds to the logarithmic av
age stretch experienced during the last period of the fl
The plots in Fig. 8 show some remarkable features. First,
asymptotic stretching rates are generally lower than thos
an initial isotropic pattern~see Fig. 7!. Moreover, the stretch
ing fields now have a more complex structure.

Another important feature is that stretching ratios le
than one are observed (logl*,0). This means that the ma
terial in these cells underwent contraction during the l
period and we call these regions zones oflocal microstruc-
tural demixing. The zones of the interface contraction a
shown separately in Fig. 9. In this figure the contour lin
define the zones where contracted material resides. In
Downloaded 06 Jun 2006 to 131.155.151.41. Redistribution subject to AI
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these zones the cells are shaded to show the contraction
a darker gray level corresponds to a higher contraction ra
Interfaces are observed to contract as strong as six to
times. Notice that the stretching~or contraction! computed in
this way is the average value over the interface area. S
takes into account the interface distribution and properly
scribes the interface generation by the flow when typi
self-similar distributions are established.

The presence of the local microstructural demixi
zones does not mean that the amount of interface at s
locations decreases with time. Quite contrary, it grows ex
nentially. The material that is being contracted was pre
ously highly stretched in other parts of the flow. These lo
demixing zones, however, quite closely match the parts
the flow domain where the trace of area tensor grows slo
~and, thus, the striation thickness is larger! and where ho-
mogenization during the initial stage of the mixing
slower.9 From our observations, also based on the previ
work dealing with the flow in a lid-driven rectangula
cavity,9 location of these demixing zones is not directly a
sociated with stable islands. The islands do typically cont
the regions, where the interfaces contract alongside with
regions where material experiences stretching. However,
largest contraction ratios are observed in chaotic regio
mainly in the zones, where sharp folds of material layers
formed.
FIG. 8. One-period stretching of asymptotically oriented microstructure:~a! u5p/2, ~b! u5p, ~c! u52p. Gray levels represent the logarithm log10 l* of the
stretching values over one period.
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FIG. 9. Microstructural demixing~interface contraction! factor: ~a! u5p/2, ~b! u5p, ~c! u52p. Contours delimit the demixing zones. Darker col
indicates a stronger contraction.
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B. Arithmetic mean stretching

Since the extended mapping approach gives quan
tively good results on stretching, as was demonstrated in
III B, we compare the rate of interface generation in the J
predicted by the mapping method to that computed
Muzzio et al.10 They obtained the stretching statistics poin
wise by computing the stretching values associated with a
of markers with zero size. The stretching averaged over
volumeof the fluid may provide a better estimation of th
ability of the mixing flow to stretch the material and genera
intermaterial area. In this case the result is not dependen
the distribution of sample points~markers! and all possible
orientations of initial interfaces are taken into account
cause of the statistical description using the area tensor.

Since the arithmetic mean stretchingLa is growing ex-
ponentially with number of the periodsn as

La;exp~ban!, ~7!

Muzzio et al.10 computed the rate of exponential stretchi
ba for the flows withV53 andu ranging fromp/2 to 4p.
They concluded that in the examined rangeba increases lin-
early with the angleu and total stretching is thus determine
only by the total rotation angle of the cylinders. Such a co
clusion seems not very convincing even with the data t
Downloaded 06 Jun 2006 to 131.155.151.41. Redistribution subject to AI
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presented. To clarify this issue we estimated the value ofba

based on the current model. To make sure that the tren
captured properly, mapping computations cover a wi
range of rotation angle, up tou58p. The results are pre
sented in Fig. 10~a!, where the data from Ref. 10 are als
plotted.

For some values ofu our results coincide with those
from Muzzio et al.,10 for some parameters the mapping a
proach predicts higher stretching rates. This discrepancy
possibly be attributed to the difference in the way the stret
ing is computed. The mapping approach, however, is in v
good agreement with the explicit tracking results in th
range. Both approaches show the same trend in the ra
0.5p,b,4p. We do not regard this as a linear proportio
ality betweenba andu, since the line bends downwards; th
mapping data is best fitted with a power functionba

;u0.7816. When the data computed for the values of 4p,u
,8p are taken into account, nonlinear dependency of
stretching efficiency on the rotation angleu becomes even
more obvious, see Fig. 10~a!. This can be clarified by rescal
ing the same data and plottingb/u versusu, see Fig. 10~b!. A
remarkable result is that both, our results and the anal
performed by Muzzioet al.10 show, although it is not indi-
cated in Ref. 10, that the higher stretching for the same t
FIG. 10. The exponential stretching coefficients computed using extended mapping technique for the flows withV53 and different values ofu, compared
with the data from Muzzioet al. @Phys. Fluids A3, 822 ~1991!#.
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angular displacement~and, consequently, the same energy! is
achieved by the flow withu5p.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper the stretching and microstructure devel
ment in the time-periodic Stokes flows between eccen
cylinders was studied using the extended mapping meth
The extended mapping approach uses coarse grain valu
describe both the concentration distribution and the area
sor. The latter gives the intermaterial area patterns on
subgrid scale. The ability of the mapping approach to c
rectly predict stretching rates for this type of the flow w
verified by comparing the deformation of the boundary o
blob of passive tracer as predicted by the mapping techn
with the result obtained from explicit tracking. In the te
examples the discrepancy for the predicted total interf
length did not exceed 4% while the average stretching of
interface exceeded a factor of 104.

The extended mapping method fills the gap betwe
techniques that rely on pointwise characteristics of deform
tion ~for example, Ref. 10! and on explicit description o
interfaces. The latter approach was taken in Ref. 12~and the
references therein!, where the interfaces were explicitl
tracked and then the coarse grain values were calcula
Explicit front tracking is limited to the early stages of mix
ing, since the the total length of the interface grows ex
nentially and computational resources limit the amount
the interface that can be explicitly described. Mapping
ploits the interface tracking to build the mapping matric
but the statistical way of the interface description in terms
area tensor13 allows to extend the computations to the la
stages of mixing.

The arithmetic mean stretching, predicted by the m
ping approach was in some cases nearly the same as
puted in Ref. 10 and in some cases higher. Thecomputa-
tional efficiencyof the mapping approach allowed to exte
the range of the parameters of the flow protocols being c
sidered. It was found that the conclusion, drawn with so
reservations in Ref. 10, that the total amount of stretchin
proportional to the total rotation angle~and, hence, the work
done on the system!, was not right. The maximum stretchin
efficiency for the studied mixing protocols is achieved with
the range, examined by Muzzioet al.10 but doubling of the
investigated range of the rotation angles made the tren
the dependency of stretching on the protocol parameter m
obvious.

Typical features of time-periodic chaotic flows pheno
ena, such as a strongly nonuniform interfacial area distri
tion and a quick onset of the dominant interfa
orientation—the phenomenon referred in Ref. 12
‘‘asymptotic directionality’’ ~AD!, were found using the
mapping method. It was revealed that when self-similar p
terns are established, there exist distinctive zones in the fl
which we called ‘‘microstructural demixing zones,’’ wher
Downloaded 06 Jun 2006 to 131.155.151.41. Redistribution subject to AI
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interfaces can be strongly contracted. The reason for s
behavior is that the established orientation of interfaces d
not favor stretching there. The total amount of interfa
however, grows due to advection of the material to and fr
zones where it experiences high stretching rates.
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